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Alps and Pyrenees 1996

This report looks at selectedactivityfrom the many interesting ascents, both in terms
ofexploration and technicalperformance, that occurredthroughout the Alpine chain
last year. In prepan'ng these notes Lindsay Griffin would like to acknowledge the
assistance of Jerome Arpin, E W Dance, lose Luis Bermudez, Stevie Haston, Igor
Koller, Giuseppe Miotti, lazef Nyka, Michel Piola, Claude Remy, Andrew
Richardson, Hilary Sharp, Pierre Tardivel, Paolo Vitali and Matjaz Wiegele.
Technical grades are either French or UIAA.

New route descriptions or corrections and any information on AC members'
activities will be most welcome and should either be sent to the Club or directly to:
2 Top Sling, Tregarth, Bangor, Gwynedd LL57 4RL.

WINTER/SPRING 1995-1996

Pyrenees
A fluctuating Maritime climate can produce excellent winter climbing
conditions and the scope throughout this extensive range is enormous. To date,
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much of this potential has been exploited only by local alpinists able to snatch the
opportunity when it arises, and solitude is still very much the name of the game.

Los Encantados On the N Face of the northern summit, the Petit Encantat
(2738m), David Tort and Pere Vilarasau climbed a new 500m line on the L
side of the face. Kizmiaz proved to be a middle grade route (D+) of classic
quality, though undertaken in fairly snowless conditions, which made access
to the roadhead (plus the very spartan Mallafre Bivouac Hut), and the relatively
short approach above, a quick and painless operation. A broad and easy 45°
gully led to a series of icy runnels (55-75°) separated by short rock/mixed
sections (IV max) and an exit on to the NE Ridge well down from the highest
point. After traversing the summit, a rappel descent was made to the col in
front of the Gran Encantat, from where a snowy couloir allows an easy escape.

Espalda del Aneto On the 3350m SE Shoulder ofPieo Aneto (3404m), the
highest Pyrenean summit, Joan Jovier and Eduard Requeiia have climbed the
very difficult mixed line of Gran Blau. This nine-pitch climb was first attempted
by Jovier with Javier Ballester in the early winter of 1993 and again by Jovier,
this time with Carlos Soria, in 1995. The route lies on the L side of the NE
Face, R of the col between the Espalda and the Pieo de las Tempestades.
After the initial two demanding pitches (90° and V+ rock) the route progresses
at a more moderate angle with short rocky sections of IV and V. The 400m
climb was given an Alpine Ice Grade of V/5+

Estos-Posets Region A team of 21 young Spanish alpinists from GAME
(the equivalent of the ACG) operated from Benasque in early March and made
40 winter ascents. The most notable firsts were: Escurro Glarat on the NE Face
of the Pieo Paderna by Robert Guilera and Joan Maria (200m, TD+: 6 pitches
of ice up to 85° and a section of V+ mixed), DiMre Narayan to the L of Jiddix on
the N Face of the Pieo Margalida by David Tort and Pere Vilarasau (275m:
ED I: 6 pitches to easier ground: A3 and V with a little mixed), Forca Barca on
the NE Face of the Sierra de Chia by Oriol Garcia and David Hita (300m: D+:
Mixed, 65-70° and IV+) and Esquidors on the same face but to the R of the
previous route, by Robert Guilera and Joan VendrelI. This is a variation to the
existing route Ligora at TD (8 pitches: 55-60° and V+/AI).

Peiia Talera Although best known for its magnificent gullies on the vast N
Face, a new Alpine rock route was put up on the vertical headwall L of the
classic North DiMre. Soledad (650m: VI and AI) takes the wall and R-facing
diedre between the Rabada Route and the Serenidad DiMre, starting at the base
of the classic snow/ice route Gran Diagonal. The experienced Spanish alpinist
Fredi Parera and partner were the authors. To the L (east) a British party found
the N Face of the Peiia Blanca in perfect condition during early December '96.
In superb weather they were able to climb this 450m face in a few hours, roping
up solely for the crux pitch, an ice bulge of Scottish 3. The 2764m peak of the
Talera lies opposite the village of Panticosa just south of Formigal and can be
easily accessed by 4WD tracks.

Pie du Midi d'Ossau On the N side of this famous Pyrenean landmark,
which stands in splendid isolation just north of the Franco-Spanish border at
the Col de Pourtalet, Koldo Orbegozo and lfiaki Ruiz have created Atxarte
Bizirk. This hard new mixed route (350m: TD+) starts between the Moundelhs
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and Austrian Cols and climbs up L of the Pilar de Moundelhs to finish on the
East Ridge. There are 8 main pitches with a difficult mixed section in a chimney
at half-height and a steep ice pillar at the top (I5m of 80°+ with a 5m vertical
section).

Ecrins
By far the most significant achievement of the season was the impressive
cumulative ascent by Christophe Moulin. In a period of good weather from
5-11 March, the ENSA guide linked together three routes on the big N faces of
the Rateau (3809m), Meije (3982m) and Pie Gaspard (3883m). Moulin first
climbed a new mixed route to the R of the 1938 FourastierlMadier Route on the
Rateau, which he named L'Empiredes Sons (500m: ED2) owing to the continuous
sound of the traffic in the Romanche Valley during his ascent. He then descended
the SW flank to the Promontoire Hut, crossed back over the Breche de la Meije
and climbed the classic Couloiren Zroute (Fourastier/Rodier, 1933: D/D+) on
the N Face of the Meije, continuing along the equally classic traverse of the E
Arete and down to the Aigle Hut. After crossing the Meije Orientale and the
upper Lauteret Glacier, he climbed the-Gaspard via a line to the R of the rarely
repeated GinellPinard Route. This he christened By Fair Means (400m: TD+).
Throughout this voyage he carried his own gear (he had pre-placed a food
dump in September) and was completely alone, without any of the usual media
coverage or radio link-up associated with many French Alpine winter exploits.

Vanoise/Tarentaise
Chapieux Valley Seloge is a 250m-high slab of steep compact granite situated
3km NE of Les Chapieux. Here, one day before the official winter season,
Jerome Arpin made a first 'winter' solo ascent of the 1990/91 Antoine Cayrol
route Decapsulongle. This was the 4th overall ascent of the most difficult route
on the face and involves obligatory 6c climbing. During May, Arpin made the
first solo (backroped) and second overall ascent of Un Coin d'Azur in 3 hours.
Later, in July, he returned to make a fast unroped solo of the 1985 Bougnaudel
Diaferia/Terraz route Les Temps Moderne, completing the climb in just 27
minutes.

Pralognan On the AiguilIe de la Vanoise Lionel Ricard made the first win
ter solo ascent of the classic 1964 BertrandlDesmaison Route (TD: 350: 6b or 5+
obl and AO/AI) on the N Face. He approached the route on skis and com
pleted the climb in a day, rappelling the route.

Mont Blanc Massif
Another season of poor weather and heavy snowfalls led to little out of the
ordinary being achieved, although for those able to take advantage, the con
ditions in April/May and September/October were generally quite good.

Petit Capucin On 1 March, Yves Lagesse and Emmanuel Pelissier created
a harder variant to the 1987 Grassi Route, Gouloue Valeria, on the NE side of
the peak. Chippendale follows a system of narrow ice runnels (70-85°) to finish
at the Breche du Roi du Siam and was awarded an overall ice grade of IV/4.

Mont Blanc du Tacul Philippe AlIardin and Fran~oisDamilano have kept very
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quiet about their second ascent of the GouaultlHaston route Scotch on the Rocks
(thought by the first ascensionists to be possibly 7+18 mixed climbing). The route
was in very dry conditions with little ice and it has now been disclosed that
they had to resort to a considerable amount of aid.

Col du Requin Just one day outside the official winter season, Laurent de la
Fouchardiere and Stephane Husson climbed a new icelmixed route on the NE
side of the 3304m col above the Envers de Blaitiere Glacier. Their 550m route
starts up the BaumontI Gaby line but then follows a steep and narrow ice runnel
on the flank of the Tour du Requin (IV IS R).

Pain de Sucre On 6 March Damien Charignon and Emmanuel Pelissier
discovered a 250m ice smear on the NE Face just R of the start of the RebufJatl
Terray Route on the E Ridge. Forbidden Fruit is technically comparable to mod
ern routes on the N Face of the Pelerins such as Beyond Good and Evil and
graded IV IS (mixed).

Pelerins/Mont Blanc du TacuI There were several more ascents of Beyond
Good andEvil(ED3: V+15+). One was made by the young Spanish climber, Sim6n
Elias, with Jose Luis Zuloaga. This pair went on to make the possible second
ascent of Stevie Haston's hard technical mixed route Pinocchio (1994: V16+), on
the R flank of Mont Blanc du TacuI's Martinetti Pillar.

Grands Charmoz On 2 March Patrick Gabarrou and Christophe Rezette
climbed a truly ephemeral new line on the E Face. The 700m long Avidya was
awarded a modern grade of VI 4+. It climbs the obvious narrow couloir to the
R of the Tour Rouge pinnacle then finishes up a natural line fairly close to the
rock spur climbed in 1919 by Mallory and Porter. The pair reversed the route
from a small notch on the NE Ridge in 13 rappels, each of 60m. Andy Parkin
and partner did a new mixed route to the L of the Cordier Pillar at the beginning
of June. The climb was so transient that by the rime the pair were descending
the line by rappel, any ice had turned into running water.

Aiguilles Rouges Pierre Tardivel climbed a route up the SE Face of Mount
Oreb (2645m) on I March prior to making the first ski descent (slopes up to 55°).

Bernese Oberland
Les Diablerets The first winter and first ski descent of the vast NW Face of
Les Diablerets (3209m) was achieved from 10-11 March by local activists
C1aude and Yves Remy. The 1600m face has only been climbed once in summer
and has serious objective dangers. Profiting from excellent conditions the
brothers climbed a line of runnels and mixed ground (a pitch of 6a low down)
towards the R, splitting the route by traversing L across the big terrace at half
height to spend a night in the little Pierredar Hut on the Normal Route. The
line of the ski descent the following day lay well to the L.

Jungfrau German alpinist Robert Jasper climbed a new route on the N Face
of the Jungfrau last winter with Daniela Klindt and Rim Helier. The 500m
climb took 20 hours and more or less followed continuous snow and ice
runnels from 50° to 90°. The crux section was given a French grade of 6.

Monch On 31 December '95 Frank Jourdan made a winter solo ascent of
the classic Lauper Route (TD) on the N Rib in 4 hours. He returned in February
to climb a combination of the Central and Faden Couloirs on the 1000m West
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Face. (The crux, a very thin ice runnel, was first climbed in 1982 by Apegglen,
Gruber and Ochsner and is possibly still the hardest route on the Monch.)

Bregaglia
Cengalo The only notable achievement during the winter appears to have
been the remarkable first solo ascent (and a very early or even possibly the
second overall ascent) of the 1989 Patzelt/Polak route Kacaba by German
alpinist Frank Jourdan. This ED2I3 mixed line (VIIS: with grade VI rock and
90° ice) takes the big diedre/couloir on the N Face, L of the 1971 Rusconi
brother's line Auilio Piacco. Jourdan was able to complete the route in a mere 9
hours before descending the Borghese Classic Route (l200m: TD-/TD) with one
bivouac.

SUMMER 1996

Mont Blanc Massif
Apart from two good periods of weather in the months of June and July, vio
lent storms and snow prevented any big new routes being created at high altitude
(it is reported that the Walker Spur received less than 10 ascents all season). In
fact one of the most memorable events of the summer was the huge flood in
Chamonix on 24 July when the Arve broke its banks. The currently fashion
able Triolet Glacier Basin remains, more than ever, the centre of new wave
development, and retro-bolting of the earlier modern rock routes on the French
side of the range continues to proliferate. On the Envers des Aiguilles, the
Mecca of granite climbing, a variety of different routes were re-equipped, but
as far as possible the protagonists' stated aim was always to respect the spirit in
which these routes were created.

Mont Blanc
A very large rockfall has littered the upper Brenva Glacier with considerable
debris spreading from Col Moore to below the Sentinelle Rouge. The glacier
crossing and the area above (which must be traversed to the Sentinelle and
Route Major) could well remain unstable for some time.

Pointe Adolphe Rey Stevie Haston completed a new route Unfinished Symphony
on the W Flank of the Pointe Adolphe Rey. Not unusually, he was immediately
surrounded by controversy. The 22m overhanging finger crack at the base of the
wall, known as Entrez dans la ligende, had been worked on over the years and
finally redpointed earlier in the summer by Jean-Claude Droyer at 8a. The crack
peters out in the middle of the overhanging wall, where Droyer had placed a lower
off chain, but the face above contains a few rugosities and smears leading to a
logical conclusion at a defmite ledge. Haston fmally re-pointed to the ledge at 8b+,
so creating the hardest single pitch (30m) at altitude (c3400m) in the Mont Blanc
Massif and unfortunately rather overshadowing Droyer's efforts.

Grandes Jorasses The Russian climber Valery Babanov made a solo ascent
of the ColtonlMacIntyre Route (l,200m: ED3) in the Central Couloir of the N
Face on 16-17 September. The weather was excellent at the start but the
difficulties were greater than expected, forcing an unpremeditated bivouac
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(no gear). A storm on the descent forced a second bivouac before he finally
reached safety on the morning of the 18th. Prior to this he had soloed the
ContaminelLachenal Direct Finish (750m: TD) to the N face of the Triolet and
the Breche de Droites Couloir (Couloir Ginat or ShealJackson: I050m: ED2) on
the N Face of Les Droites.

Aiguille de Blaitihe Two new pitches were added to the popular classic
Nabot Leon on the playground of the Red Pillar, keeping much closer to the
crest at the top (6a+). On the Envers side the 1994 Motto/Piola line Magie
d'Orient (5+ with two points of aid or 6a+ all free) on the lower section of the
SE Ridge has certainly become a modern classic. Two new routes were created
alongside it last summer: to the L, Anker and Piola climbed Occidentale Serenade
on 12 July (10 pitches: 6c or 6b and AO). To the R of Magie, on the First Tower,
Piola and Sprungli created L'Opium du Peuple on 6 August (10 pitches: 6a+
max). On the E Face of the Fourth Tower Philippe Batoux, Emanuel Pelissier
and Benoit Robert have repeated the very aesthetic line of Totem Pole (6c+),
adding several bolts to the initial slab pitch which has now become even thinner
owing to glacier recession.

Aiguille de Roe Anker and Piola have re-equipped Pedro-Polarwhich has a
" reputation of being one of the finest crack climbs in the entire Mont Blanc

Massif. In the process they added an important variant to pitch 8 which avoids
the damp slabs of the original line.

Flammes de Pierre Jonathan and Martial Moioli have added Saxophan (5
pitches at an accessible standard of 5b to 5c) to the S Pillar. This is now the line
furthest to the L in this sector.

Aiguille de I'Amone On the SW Buttress Batoux and Robert have put up
the 300m route Urbi et Torbi on marvellously sculptured granite (9 sustained
pitches with maximum difficulties of 6b). This route would provide a good day
out in spring when the start can be reached quickly on ski from the Grands
Montets.

Pointes des Essettes Close to the A Neuve Hut Denis Chevre and Joseph
Moretti climbed 2 routes on the S Pillar. The first, with Laurent Monnet, was
christened Merci les Amis (4 pitches: 5c max) and the second Et si le soleil ne
revenaitpas (a reflection on the disastrous weather during the summer) was 6a.

Grand Darrey Chevre and a fellow Swiss Jean-Rene Pouget climbed a 6-pitch
route on this rambling 3514m rocky pyramid. The 180m climb lies on the S
side of the first tower on the SE Ridge and gave maximum difficulties of 6b.

Petit Mont Gruetta On the SW Face Italian climbers Daniele Caneparo,
Enzo Ciavattini and Ezio Sordello have climbed a new route named Dromi
(6b+, 6a+ obl), close to the established classic 1976 BarthassatlEmery Route.
Although unconfirmed, it seems as if the initial 6 or so pitches coincided with
the 1988 CresswelllPenning Route (TD: c400m: 6b) which, if true, would present
another extremely retrograde step for modern alpinism: Cresswell and Penning
climbed their route entirely on nuts and Friends, whereas the Italian line is
completely equipped with 95 bolts.

Triolet Glacier Basin There has been more activity in this recently developed
region, where over the last few years numerous quality granite routes have
been created by the prolific Manlio Motto and friends.
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Mont Rouges du Triolet Central Summit: Second Point On the superb
SW-facing, somewhat diamond-shaped wall, Motto and Piola added Champions
of the World (8 pitches: 6b max) to the L of the pillar taken by the 1994 Motto
route Profume Prohibito (Sa obl). By the end of the summer it had seen several
repeats. Later, on IS August, Motto teamed up with D Caresio and Gabarrou
to climb Aspettando Astrubale (7 pitches: all 6a+ or 6b) just L of 1993 Romain
Vogler and Motto route Mal Partiti.

Three routes, all of which can be reached in 20 minutes from the hut, were
added to the slabs below this face and allow combinations with the harder
lines above, giving more than 500m of climbing. From L to R they are: Vento
Polaire (TD-: 150m: 4 pitches: 6a, 5 obl) on the extreme left-hand pillar, climbed
on 10 July by Gisa and Manlio Motto, A-loba Loba (TD: 170m: 5 pitches of 5bl
5c and one of 6b, 6a obl), on 13 July by Guido Azzalea and Motto, and
Inolicazioni Obbligatorie(TD-: 200m: five pitches: 6b, 5+ obl), climbed on 7 June
by Motto and Piola through the overlaps to the R of Bottega dell'Arte. On the W
Pillar, Motto, with Gabarrou and R Giovanetto, finally completed his two old
projects of 18+ pitch routes at a very accessible standard. These routes are
almost certain to become classics. art" the L is Le Chamois Volants which is
710m long and has maximum difficulties of 5c, while on the R lies Kermesse
Folk which is 750m long and also 5c maximum.

Monts Rouges North Summit Two routes have been added close to the SW
Spur(Manera/Pessiva, 1979: 350m: TD-: 50bl). Scacco aUe Torreclimbs the red
tower to the L of Le Fond de L'Air at 6c, 6b+ obl (9 pitches: Giovanetto and
Motto on 26 July), while Sole e Gas lies to the R of the SW Spur and was climbed
by Azzalea and Motto on 4 August (11 pitches: 6b maximum).

Monts Rouges North Summit: Second Point Two longer climbs were put
up to the R of the existing 1994 Motto/Predan route Zuchero Amaro (150m:
TD+: 6b, 6a obl). Reglette da BaUo (9-10 August: 280m: 8 pitches) is 6b, 6a obl
and Essential (2 August: 280m: 8 pitches) is 6b, 6a obl. Both were climbed by
Motto and P Pieroni.

Aiguille Savoie Giovannetto, Gisa and Manlio Motto investigated the E Face
on 20 July and came up with Favola d'Amore (TD+: 400m: 6b, 6a obl), fine climb
ing though split by two big terraces, up the middle of the slabby face directly to the
summit. This line now gives the first rappel descent from the top of the mountain.

Gemello del Triolet The 2 points that form the rocky crest in the middle of the
Triolet Glacier SE of the Aiguille Savoie were blitzed with 6 new Motto routes, 3
on each face. On the lower, First Twin (3062m) the very pleasant Concerto Barocco
(l35m: 5 pitches: 6b, 5+ obI) was climbed on 17 June; Shopville (l30m: 5 pitches:
6b, 6a obl: a vertical wall full of a variety of cracks) on 18 June and AcidJazz(l35m:
5 pitches: 6c, 6b+ obl: stupendous series of cracks and diedres) on 19 June. On the
higher Second Twin (32IOm), Prova d'Esame (160m: 6 pitches: 6c+, 6c obl: solid
granite with plenty of rugosities) was completed on 29 June, Le Jaune et le Noir
(170m: 7 pitches: 6b+, 6a+ obl: splendid) and Pinguin (l40m: 4 pitches: 6c+, 6a
obl: short but interesting) on 10 and 15 July respectively.

Aiguilles Rouges Piola and Strappazzon have added one more route to the
S Face of the well-known Aiguille du Belvedere above the Index te}{:pherique
station. Baisers Orageux lies to the R of Luchini Arsene (1995: 6c+), is 8 pitches

,,
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long (c300m) and has maximum difficulties of 6c+. The rock on this face is
extremely compact yet superb gneiss and the route entirely protected by bolts.

Weather Forecast The English language telephone weather forecast for the
Savoie region (useful for Chamonix, the Gran Paradiso and Vanoise) was
withdrawn in 1996 owing to lack of use. It will, however, be reinstated in 1997,
at the risk of being withdrawn again if not sufficiently used. The number in
France is now 04 78 58 00 42, or if dialling from abroad + 33 478 58 00 42.

Valais
Weisshom Bratje v Orozju ('Comrades in Arms': VI+ rock and 60-75° ice) is the
name of the last new route climbed by the Slovenians Ziga Petric and Bojan
Pockar. This 1150m route climbs more or less directly up the stoneswept great
snowfield and mixed ground above, R of the 1968 Direct Route (Theytaz/
Theytaz: TD). Sadly, the Slovenian pair disappeared while acclimatising on
Kabru in the autumn.

Linked Ascents Not content with his remarkable enchainement in the
Oberland (see below), one week after this series of linked solo ascents Frank
Jourdan set off on another amazing exploit. First he raced up the very seldom
climbed Vaucher Route with the Bournissen Direct Finish (Vaucher/Vaucher, 1966:
Bournissen, 1968: 950m: ED I /2) on the NNE Face of the Dent Blanche, des
cended the S Ridge to the Rossier Hut, then continued across the Schonbiel
Glacier where he picked up some skis. He then climbed the classic Welzenbach
Route on the N Face of the Dent d'Hhens (l300m: TD/TD+) to where the
route crosses the Great Terrace, then descended to the Tiefmatten Glacier and
skied round to below the Matterhorn. He swiftly despatched the Schmid Route
on the N Face (IOOOm: EDl), descended the Hornli and reached the foot of
the N Face of the Breithom. Here he climbed the ice/mixed Direct Route
(Gabarrou/Steiner, 1979: 850m: TD), ran down to the base of the NNW Face
and finished with an ascent of the 1929 Welzenbach Route (TD).

Fletschhom Spanish climbers Xavier Cullell and Jose Isidro Gordito climbed
a variation line L of the dangerous OriginalRoute (Blanchet/Mooser/Supersaxo,
1928: TD/TD+: serious objective danger). The route, christened GAME, climbs
a serac barrier at 80° and was given an Alpine ice grade of IV/2+.

Bemese Oberland
Lauterbrunnen Wall Another typical solo enchainement from Frank Jourdan
proved to be the highlight of the early summer. In one continuous effort he
climbed the 1931 Welzenbach Route (cl OOOm: TD+) on the N Face of the 3983m
Gletscherhorn, descended and then climbed the classic 1937 Aschenbrenner/
Mariner Route (c750m: D/D+) on the N Face of the 3952m Ebnefluh (Abeni
Fluh), followed this with a ski descent and a traverse across to the 800m NW
Face of the 3897m Mittaghorn which he climbed in 4V2 hours (55° and 111+:
exact line unknown), descended W to the Grossjoch and then climbed down
the 55° couloir to the glacier at the foot of the Grosshorn's N Face, made a fast
ascent of the 1200m Welzenbach Route (Drexel, Rudy, Schulze and Welzenbach,
1932: TD) and was able to make an equally fast ski descent via the Schmand
rijoch to the Schmandri Hut. After a brief rest he set off up the Chervet and
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Richardet Route (TD followed integrally) on the NNE Spur of the Lauterbrunnen
Breithorn and went home for a well-deserved sleep having linked the five big
N faces of the Lauterbrunnen Wall in a single outing.

Distelgrat The Remy brothers continue to develop the excellent granite dome,
christened Le Slot, on the S flank of the Distelgrat in the Wannenhorn Massif.
This now gives about 500m of climbing on excellent rock with last year's additions
including Tantra (13 pitches: 7b, 6b obl) and Hannibal (15 pitches: 7a, 6a+ obl).
These lie either side of the very popular modern classic Genius (Remy, 1995: 12
pitches: 6a, 5+ obl) to which the brothers added a more direct start and a number
of new bolts. All these routes are accessed from the Berg Hut above Fiesch.

Bregaglia/Masino
The poor summer confined most activity to the lower peaks and valley crags
and, as usual, nearly all significant new ascents during the season were made
by local Italian activists.

Cima Scingino Giovanni Calori, Mauro Maccario, Efisio Pili and Marco
Vago added a third route to the S Face, R of the two superb existing Fazzini
routes Chi si Ferma e'Perduto (VII+ ana AO: VII obl) and the demanding Delta
Minox (VIII+, VIII-obl and 4 points of aid). Scarpette Chicco is 400m high with
12 pitches of sustained difficulties up to VIII- (VII obI) and A 1. All these
routes rely on drilled protection in the very compact granite but the bolts are
quite well-spaced and potential leaders will need to be prepared to make hard
moves with an 'interesting' fall potential.

Monte Qualido Recent publicity to the big wall climbs on the E Face pro
duced a spate of activity despite the unhelpful weather. Sonja Brambati and
Paolo Vitali began their new route Towanda in May and finished on 16 Septem
ber. The IS-pitch line starts about IOm to the R of Vitali's 1989 route
Transqualidana and gives unavoidable climbing at VII/VII+ with 5 pitches
graded VII+ and AO. Two new routes were climbed by Stefano Pizzagalli and
Domencio Soldarini. The first lies to the R of their own 1995 route Magic Line
and is about the same level of difficulty, while the second completes their long
term project up the prominent black water stripe L of Galaetica. At the time of
writing details remain vague but it is expected that the second route, which still
awai.ts an entirely free ascent, will be very hard indeed. Sinfonia is the creation
of Gianni Berta and Patagonian activist Ermanno Salvaterra and climbs the L
side of the huge flake taken by La Spada nella Roccia. At VII+ and A3 this is a
more 'traditional' route with 3 pitches of aid, one with a section of 5 consecu
tive skyhook moves. Simone Pedeferri has been attempting to free climb some
of the existing routes on the wall. One of these was the spectacular 1992
Brambati, Carnali, Vitali line of Galactica which had already received the at
tentions of Slovakians Beninek, Koller and Machaj in 1995. Pedeferri has
whittled away yet more aid and reassessed the individual pitch grades. He
confirmed the first pitch at IX but surprisingly reduced the second to VIII+.
The sixth and seventh are now respectively: VIII- and AO with 6 bolts for aid,
and IX and AO with 4 bolts for aid. When eventually climbed entirely free this
route will be one of the finest and undoubtedly the hardest in the region. After
much time and effort the fantastic smooth 150m hanging prow, which forms
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the L edge of the Mellodrama corner, fell to Igor Koller, Peter Machaj and
Miro Piala. Piala finally redpointed the opening pitch (of 3) at X/X+ (F8b)
making Forse si, Forse no ('Maybe Yes, Maybe No'), the first climb of that standard
on the Qualido. Not major alpinism, but according to Koller the most spec
tacular climbing he has ever done.

Mello Valley There were some impressive efforts to eliminate aid from some
of the long-standing problems and also the creation of some fine new routes,
all by the very talented young climber Simone Pedeferri. Possibly the most
notable were L'Ammalia api dell'Alabama (IX) on Sperone Mark and a redpoint
ascent of Hiperboreal, a 30m overhanging diedre and pillar above the first pitch
of Tunnel Diagonale on the Gnomi, at IX/IX+.

Picco Luigi Amedeo Jose Luis Bermudez and Mike Penlington successfully
climbed the classic 1959 Nusdeo/Taldo Route (VII+/VIII- all free) on the SE
Face during the autumn. The pair thought this a great route and took 9 hours
for the ascent, climbing the wall free except for two short aid sections which
they felt would go at E2/E3 if not covered with ice.

Torre Darwin In very recent times efforts have been made to whittle away
the aid on the legendary 1977 Ivan Guerini route II Naufragio degli Argonauti.
Described as 'Dolomite climbing on granite' and originally rated as VII+ and
A5, it was undoubtedly the hardest route in the Bregaglia/Masino at the time.
Repeat ascents with modern equipment revised the grade to VIII and A2 and
the first free ascent finally fell in 1996 to Pedeferri and Pizzagalli at IX (many
sustained pitches at VII and VIII). The same pair then went on to create an
even more difficult route Nessun Pericolo...per Te, up the steep wall to the R with
a crux of IX + (VIII obl).

Pizzo del Ferro Centrale: East Peak Andrew Richardson attempted the
'classic'S Spur (Route 173 in the AC Guide and No 84 in the 100 Best Routes)
but retreated after 4 pitches owing to the very friable nature of the rock and the
generally worrying climbing. He noted that the ground above looked worse
and the amount of rappel gear probably indicated that many others have felt
the same.

Pizzo del Ferro Orientale Probably one of the most significant mountain
routes created on the Swiss side of the range during 1995 went unreported in the
last AJ: the first ascent of the big NNE-facing wall on the L flank of the LH Pillar.
The 500m wall was climbed on 29 July by Adelio A1qua, Gianni Magistris and
Gianmaria Mandelli at ED I (l5 pitches: VII with a short section of A2). Mandelli,
who was responsible for the excellent line of Wilderness (ED I: VI and AI) on the
NE Face of the Torrione del Ferro (comparable to the Isherwood/Kosterlitz Route
on the BadiJe), reported this new route, Per Loredana, to deserve classic status.

Torre Moai A correction to the AC Guide: the line of Route 301 (Original
E Face Route) is on the slabs to the L of 302. The line shown on photo 152 is
that of Il Guardiano dell'Isola, only put up in 1995 at VII- obl by Cincera,
Simoncini and Vannucini

Piz Balzet Face to Face (a line up the grim visage of the Albigna Ghost and
originally VI+ with top-end A2+: copperheads and RURPs) has been success
ively retro-bolted by Falett and Lisignoli and an all-free ascent made at VIII
(VI+ obl). The crux pitch is by-passing the R nostril.
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